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Introduction 

Numerous variant ERoc cDNA have now been cloned and sequenced from a 
variety of breast tumors and established cell lines (Castles et al, 1995: Gotteland et al, 
1995; Miksicek et al, 1993; Murphy et al, 1997). The most common variants harbor a 
precise deletion of one of the internal exons from the eight that contribute to the structure 
of the mature ERoc protein, suggesting that they arise as a result of imprecise splicing of 
the primary ERa mRNA transcript. ERa cDNAs with sequence deletions corresponding 
to exons 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 have been identified, along with a large number of more 
complex variants (Castles et al., 1995: Gotteland et al., 1995; Miksicek et al, 1993; 
Murphy et ah, 1997). These basic variants are referred to as ERAE2 through ERAE7, 
where the deleted exon is indicated numerically. Although there is no consistent ratio of 
relative expression, wt and variant ERa transcripts are coexpressed in all ERa-positive 
cell lines and tissues examined (Castles et al., 1995; Gotteland et al., 1995; Hu et al, 
1996). Quantitation of individual variants shows that they generally represent a minority 
of ERa mRNA; however, as a population, splicing variants typically constitute as much 
as 50 percent of the total ERa mRNA (Castles et al, 1995; Erenburg et al, 1997; 
Gotteland et al, 1995; Murphy et al, 1997). . 

While there has been extensive analysis of the pattern of expression and 
abundance of ERa splicing variants, limited information is available on their functional 
activity, particularly regarding their capacity to regulate gene expression. The prevalence 
of exon-skipped ERa variant expression indicates that further study is warranted to 
evaluate their function. 

Biochemical Analysis of ERa mRNA Splicing Variants 

The biochemical properties of ERa variants lacking a single internal coding exon 
have been characterized and compared to wt ERa function. These studies have shown 
that, while all of the variants can be expressed to give rise to stable proteins, ERAE2, 
ERAE4, ERAE6, and ERAE7 represent functionally impaired receptor isoforms that fail 
to localize to the nucleus and have no demonstrable effects (either stimulatory or 
inhibitory) on gene expression (Bollig and Miksicek, 2000). Whether these variants 
fulfill some as of yet undefined role within the cytoplasmic compartment is currently 
unknown. It should be stressed, however, that none of these cytoplasmic ERa variants 
can bind ligand and therefore can not be involved in mediating any of the biological 
effects of estrogens. The ERAE3 and ERAE5 variants, in contrast, represent nuclear 
isoforms that retain at least some aspects of receptor function. For ERAE3, this includes 
the ability to bind ligand, to form homologous or mixed dimers with itself or wt ERa, 
respectively, and to interact with at least some of the same co-regulatory proteins 
(specifically, SRC-le and SMRT) that cooperate with the wt ERa transactivating 
function (Bollig and Miksicek, 2000; Bollig and Miksicek, unpublished results). 
Although it is unable to bind ligand or dimerize, the ERAE5 variant may bind weakly to 
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DNA and also interacts with the nuclear receptor coactivator SRC-le and the nuclear 
corepressor SMRT. These properties enable both ERAE3 and ERAE5 to potentially exert 
complex effects on gene expression (Bollig and Miksicek, 2000; Bollig and Miksicek, 
unpublished data). In accordance with their inability to efficiently bind DNA, and in 
stark contrast with wt ERa activity, ERAE3 and ERAE5 do not effectively promote gene 
transcription from an ERE. The observation that ERAE3 and ERAE5 inhibit wt ERa 
activity on an ERE provided an indication that these variants modulate gene transcription 
(Bollig and Miksicek, 2000). More compelling evidence that ERAE3 and ERAE5 mRNA 
splicing variants may indeed be transcriptionally active is seen in transfection 
experiments involving reporter gene constructs containing nonconsensus regulatory 
elements. 

Analysis of the Transactivating Function of ERa mRNA Splicing Variants 

Early reports that ERAE5 can support weak, cell type-dependent activity 
(Chaidarun and Alexander, 1998; Fuqua et dl., 1991) and that, when tested on an ERE, 
both ERAE3 and ERAE5 are dominant negative receptor forms in the presence of wt 
ERa (Bollig and Miksicek, 2000) indicate that splicing variants may be transcriptionally 
active. Fuqua and colleagues have reported that ERAE5 (which contains the AF1 
domain, but lacks AF2 and the regulatory functions imparted by the LBD), is 
constitutively active in promoting transcription from an ERE in a heterologous yeast 
reporter gene assay (Fuqua et al., 1991). These authors also describe that overexpression 
of ERAE5 in a stably transfected breast cancer cell line supported greater proliferation 
when compared with control cells. Furthermore, ERAE5 imparted a tamoxifen-resistant 
phenotype to transfected cells (Fuqua and Wolf, 1995). In the human osteosarcoma cell 
line U2-OS, it has recently been reported that coexpression of ERAE5 significantly 
enhances ERE-directed reporter gene expression induced by wt ERa (Chaidarun and 
Alexander, 1998). The existence, of a constitutively active receptor variant able to exert a 
mitogenic effect in breast tumor cells in the absence of E2 or in the presence of tamoxifen 
is an appealing explanation for the acquisition of antiestrogen resistance observed in 
previously responsive tumors and cell lines (Wiseman et al., 1993; Wolf and Jordan, 
1994). However, this model is challenged by conflicting observations that ERAE5 and 
closely related, genetically engineered ERa mutants do not efficiently induce 
transcription from an ERE reporter in transiently transfected ER-negative HeLa or CEF 
cells, or promote proliferation in stably transfected breast tumor cells (Bollig and 
Miksicek, 2000; Kumar and Chambon, 1988; Rea and Parker, 1996). 

Recent reports have identified an increasing number of genes with promoters 
lacking an ERE which show ERa-enhanced gene expression. For some of these 
promoters, transcriptional stimulation by ERa appears to be mediated by an indirect 
mechanism, involving synergistic protein-protein interactions with AP-1 transcription 
factors (Bollig and Miksicek, 2000; Gaub et al, 1990; Webb et al, 1995). AP-1 
describes the ubiquitous jun/fos family of transcription factors whose activity is crucial 
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for the efficient expression of a wide variety of genes. As an important downstream 
target for the MAPK signaling cascades, AP-1 is a central player in mediating the effects 
of serum and growth factors on cellular proliferation (Boyle et al, 1991; Westwick et al, 
1994). A variety of estrogen-responsive genes have been described that lack a 
palindromic ERE, but instead contain one or more consensus AP-1 elements (5'- 
TGAG/CTCA-3'), with or without a degenerate ERE or ERE half-site (5'-GGTCA-3' or 
5TGACC-3'). Examples of such genes include ovalbumin, which is induced by E2 in 
chicken oviduct cells (Tora et al, 1988), and the insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) 
gene whose expression is stimulated by E2 in the uterus of ovariectomized- 
hypophysectomized rats and in cultured rat osteoblast cells (Ernst and Rodan, 1991; 
Murphy and Ghahary, 1990). An AP-1 enhancer motif identified in the chicken IGF-1 
promoter is essential for E2 and phorbol ester-stimulated gene transcription (Umayahara 
et al, 1994). Phorbol ester serves to stimulate increased AP-1 activity by directly 
activating PKC, which activates c-jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), and in turn increases AP- 
1 phosphorylation in treated cells (Boyle et al, 1991; Westwick et al, 1994). Like the rat 
IGF-1 gene, the chicken ovalbumin promoter does not have an ERE and the ERa 
regulatory element maps to a critical AP-1 site (Gaub et al, 1990; Tora et al, 1988). 
That this effect is mediated by AP-1 is supported by the observation that the synergistic 
induction of ERoc-dependent expression by E2 and phorbol ester cotreatment is further 
enhanced by cotransfection with c-fos or c-jun (Bollig and Miksicek, 2000; Gaub et al, 
1990). 

Reporter gene cotransfection studies with expression vectors for AP-1 isoforms 
and ERa in HeLa cells indicate that a similar mechanism regulates the human collagenase 
promoter (Webb et al, 1995). The minimal region of the collagenase promoter reported 
to be responsive to tamoxifen-liganded wt ERa — and to a variety of ERa mutants — 
harbors a critical AP-1 element and lacks a consensus ERE. The activity of ERa on the 
collagenase promoter was enhanced with AP-1 (c-jun or c-fos) overexpression (Webb et 
al, 1995). Furthermore, evidence that ERa regulation converges with AP-1-directed 
gene transcription is provided by results from protein binding assays indicating that c-jun 
and c-fos is able to bind to wt ERa in vitro (see below). It is of interest that the structural 
requirements for ERa to regulate many noncanonical hormone response elements are less 
stringent than transcriptional stimulation through a consensus ERE (Gaub et al, 1990; 
Webb et al, 1995). For this reason, I have examined the behavior of ERa splicing 
variants on several reporter constructs containing noncanonical hormone response 
elements. 

In agreement with previously published reports, I have demonstrated that wt ERa 
stimulates ovalbumin promoter activity. Expression of a reporter gene driven by the 
chicken ovalbumin promoter is also induced by ERAE5 in cells treated with PMA, and by 
ERAE3 with E2 and PMA cotreatment (Bollig and Miksicek, 2000). Moreover, 
overexpression of c-jun enhanced wt ERa, ERAE3 and ERAE5 activities on the 
ovalbumin promoter (Bollig and Miksicek, 2000). The human collagenase promoter, 
which similarly harbors an AP-1 element described to direct E2 regulated gene expression 
(Uht et al, 1997), is activated by ERAE5 and E2-liganded ERAE3 in the presence of 
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PMA (see DAMD Report, 2000; Bollig and Miksicek, unpublished data). 
Overexpression of c-jun enhances both ERAE3 and ERAE5 activity of a reporter gene 
driven by a portion of the collagenase promoter containing the ERa regulatory element 
(see below). Further analysis indicates that ERAE3 activation of the collagenase 
promoter requires PMA and E2 cotreatment (DAMD Report, 2000; Bollig and Miksicek, 
unpublished data). These results provide evidence that, like wt Ea, ERAE3 and ERAE5 
can activate gene expression. Interestingly, these results also indicate that although 
estrogen regulation for both the collagenase and the ovalbumin promoter has been 
mapped to an AP-1 motif, these promoters are not activated with equal effectiveness by 
the same receptors. This distinction suggests that the AP-1 motif flanking sequence may 
confer a difference on the mechanism of regulation, as well as the structural requirements 
for ERa-induced activity. This difference is underscored by the observation that only 
ERAE5 activated the p(AP-l)3-TK-CAT (a construct with three API motifs driving CAT 
expression) reporter gene construct in cell cultures treated with PMA (DAMD Report, 
2000; Bollig and Miksicek, unpublished data). 

Another promoter that has attracted my attention is the human IGF-1 promoter. 
Reporter gene expression from the human IGF-1 promoter is induced by PMA treatment 
(see DAMD Report, 2000). This promoter does not respond to wt ERa or ERAE3 and is 
constitutively induced by ERAE5 (DAMD Report, 2000; Bollig and Miksicek, 
unpublished data). It is unclear where ERAE5 or PMA regulation is directed in the 
sequence of the IGF-1 promoter, since it lacks an ERE or consensus AP-1 element (Kim 
et al, 1991). Testing ERAE5 activity on a series of truncated IGF-1 promoter-driven 
reporter gene constructs demonstrates that, although it is dramatically attenuated with 
each successive loss of sequence, ERAE5 is active on all lengths of the IGF-1 promoter 
tested (see below). Efforts to transfer ERAE5 responsiveness onto a heterologous 
promoter were unsuccessful, showing that this effect requires support from the other 
regions of the promoter sequence (Bollig and Miksicek, unpublished data). 

From these observations it is clear that ERa splicing variants, namely ERAE3 and 
ERAE5, like wt ERa can exert significant positive effects on gene transcription. 
Comparing the activities of ERAE3 and ERAE5 with wt ERa, it appears that these 
mRNA variants may target a unique, but overlapping subset of genes for transcriptional 
regulation. Considering that both ERAE3 and ERAE5 demonstrate the capacity to 
positively regulate a select number of promoters and also inhibit the activity of wt ERa 
on ERE-containing genes, it is reasonable to propose that in vivo coexpression of the 
nuclear splicing variants ERAE3 and ERAE5 with wt ERa has the potential to shift the 
pattern of gene expression away from ERE-containing genes to those that are regulated 
non-classically by estrogens. 

With the characterization of the ERß isoform and initial discovery of ERa mRNA 
splicing variants (Fuqua et al., 1991; Mosselman et al,. 1996; Wang and Miksicek, 1991), 
the results described above call into question the appealing, but simplistic notion that all 
of the biologically important regulatory effects of ERa are mediated by a single 595 
amino acid form of this receptor that was originally described by Chambon and 
colleagues in 1986 (Green et al., 1986). Rather, there is growing evidence that ERa 
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splicing variants (most notably ERAE3 and ERAE5) may have a significant impact on the 
ability of the breast and perhaps other tissues to respond to estrogens. 

Summary of Research and Training Accomplishments 

Throughout the course of my graduate research, I have worked to characterize the 
biochemical activities of ERa mRNA splicing variants and I have investigated their 
potential to regulate gene transcription. Functional analysis of ERa exon-skipped 
splicing variants shows that, while many of the isoforms are functionally incapacitated by 
their deletions, ERAE3 and ERAE5 retain activities assigned to the full-length receptor. 
My efforts to study the role of variants in gene expression indicate that ERAE3 and 
ERAE5 positively regulate a select number of promoters and also inhibit the activity of wt 
ERa on ERE-containing genes. The results described below offer further insight into the 
nature of variant transcription activity arid conclude my analysis of their biochemical 
function. 

ERAE3 and ERAE5 Activity on the Collagenase Promoter is Enhanced by c-jun 
Overexpression 

The collagenase promoter is dramatically activated by ERAE3 and to a lesser 
extent by ERAE5 in response to combined treatment with estrogen and PMA in 
transiently transfected HeLa cells. Additional analysis indicates that maximal activation 
of a collagenase reporter gene construct, pColl(-73)Luc, by ERAE3 requires cotreatment 
with both E2 and PMA (see DAMD Report, 2000; Bollig and Miksicek unpublished 
data). Phorbol ester alone (or in combination with ER ligands) supports a modest, but 
statistically significant induction of the collagenase reporter that once again involves 
activation of endogenous AP-1 and is independent of coexpressed receptor. Regulation 
of pColl(-73)Luc by ERAE5 similarly required activation of endogenous AP-1 by PMA 
treatment, but was independent of E2, consistent with the inability of ERAE5 to bind 
ligand. Substantiating the necessity for PMA treatment and the role of AP-1 in receptor 
regulation of the collagenase promoter, coexpression of c-jun is observed to enhance both 
ERAE3 and ERAE5 induction of the pColl(-73)Luc reporter gene (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of ERa mRNA splicing variants and wt ERa structure. The location of 
the various functional domains of ERa and the exon sequences from which they are derived are 
depicted. The variants are referred to by deleted exon. The size and molecular weight of each of 
the variants are predicted from the translational reading frame of the sequenced cDNA clones. 
Dashed lines indicate regions of the major open reading frame of the full-length ERa protein that 
are missing from each variant. The nuclear localization signal is circled. The regions 
encompassing the DNA- and ligand-binding domains are marked by darkened and hatched boxes, 
respectively. The AFl and AF2 domains are indicated where they reside within the N- and C- 
termini of the wild type receptor. 
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Fig. 2. Coexpression of c-jun enhances both ERÄE3 and ERAE5 activity on the collagenase 
promoter. Cotransfection of 1 u.g of c-jun expression vector with 0.5 u.g of receptor isoform and 
10 u.g of pColl(-73)Luc demonstrates that c-jun cooperates with ERAE3 and ERAE5 to induce 
luciferase expression. Luciferase activities were normalized for protein and results are expressed 
relative to vehicle-treated empty expression vector (pCMV4) controls. Error bars represent the 
SEM of three independent experiments. 

AP-1 factor binding properties ofwt ERa 

The observation that variant induced expression from the collagenase and 
ovalbumin promoters requires activation of both AP-1 and ERa isoform expression, 
strongly suggests that ERAE3 and ERAE5 are acting cooperatively with AP-1 on these 
promoters. Further consideration of the mechanism of activation by wt ERa and ERa 
splicing variants excludes a requirement for direct binding of receptor to the ovalbumin 
promoter. ERAE3 is devoid of DNA-binding activity, arguing that activation of 
ovalbumin by these receptors must be mediated indirectly through specific protein-protein 
interactions. Figure 3 shows that ERa interacts with c-jun and c-fos in solution and 
indicates that the receptor may be recruited to the ovalbumin promoter by interacting with 
AP-1 factors. Binding assays with GST-fused ERa and 35S-labeled c-jun and c-fos 
(translated individually or in combination in vitro) demonstrate that, independent of E2 

treatment, ERa binds c-jun and c-fos under all conditions tested. Although ERa variants 
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were not specifically included in these binding studies, Webb and coworkers have 
reported an interaction between c-jun and the isolated N-terminus of ERa, a region 
conserved in both ERAE3 and ERAE5 (Webb et al, 1995). 
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Fig. 3. Binding of c-jun and c-fos with GST-fused wt ERa. In the right panel, an 
autoradiograph demonstrates that in vitro translated 35S-methionine-labeled c-fos and c-jun both 
bind wt ERa expressed as a GST-ERa fusion protein (lanes 3 and 4, respectively). The AP-1 
factors do not interact with GST expressed without wt ERa (lanes 1 and 2). The interaction of 
c-fos and c-jun with GST-ERa did not require the presence of E2. Left panel shows 10% of the 
radiolabeled input. 

ERAE3, ERAE5 and wt ERa bind SMRT 

Results from in vitro binding studies suggest that the regulation of noncanonical 
promoters by wt ERa and ERa splicing variants involves protein-protein interactions 
with coregulators. Overexpression of a coactivator enhances wt ERa transactivating 
function and ERAE3 and ERAE5 bind the steroid receptor coactivator SRC-1 (Bollig and 
Miksicek, 2000; Ofiate et al., 1995).   Our understanding of wt ERa cooperation with co- 
regulatory factors has progressed with recent reports that wt ERa binds steroid receptor 
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corepressors (Smith et al., 1997). In order to further evaluate the relationship between 
co-regulators and the splicing variants ERAE3 and ERAE5, we tested whether these 
variants, like wt ERa, also possess a corepressor binding function. In vitro binding 
studies show that wt ERa, ERAE3, and ERAE5 share a capacity to bind the corepressor 
SMRT (Fig, 4). For wt ERa and ERAE3 this binding is observed with or without the 
addition of E2 and in the presence of tamoxifen. 

1/10 input 
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pGEX SMRT 

ERAE3 ERAE5 

#-*. 4* 
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pGEX                SMRT 

A-    *> 

Fig. 4. ERAE3, ERAE5, and wt ERa bind the corepressor SMRT. Radiolabeled ERAE3, 
ERAE5 and wt ERa are retained by GST-fused SMRT protein bound to glutathione-Sepharose 
beads. The receptor isoforms were not retained by the GST protein expressed from the pGex 
vector without SMRT cDNA inserted. GST-SMRT association with each of the receptors was 
unaffected by the presence or absence of E2 or tamoxifen. The three left lanes of the top panel 
represent 10% of the radiolabeled input. 

Regulation of the IGF-1 Promoter by ERAE5 

IGF-1 promoter activity is strongly and constitutively induced by ERAE5. The 
other exon-skipped variants and wt ERa do not activate this promoter. PMA treatment of 
ERAE5 transfected cells has no additional stimulatory effect on ERAE5 induction of this 
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reporter gene. In fact, PMA treatment slightly decreases ERAE5 activity (DAMD Report, 
2000; Bollig and Miksicek, unpublished data). This argues against the involvement of 
PKC or PKC-activated transcription factors such as AP-1 in the mechanism of ERAE5 
induction of human IGF-1 expression. Furthermore, unlike the ovalbumin and 
collagenase promoters described above, the IGF-1 promoter does not contain a consensus 
AP-1 element. In order to determine where within the IGF-1 promoter the ERAE5 
regulation is directed, transfections were performed with a series of 5'-deletion mutants 
of the human IGF-1 promoter. Relative to the 1630 sequence, activity was dramatically 
and progressively lost in mutants containing 926, 591 and 233 bp of the 5'-flanking 
sequence, while modest but significant ERAE5-responsiveness persisted even in the 
shortest promoter construct (compare pCMV4 and ERAE5 activity for each promoter, 
Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. ERAE5 induces the expression of a reporter gene driven by a series of truncated 
IGF-1 promoters. Cotransfection of ERAE5 demonstrates that, although it is dramatically 
attenuated with each successive loss of sequence, it is active on all lengths of the IGF-1 promoter 
tested. The length of IGF-1 promoter used in each luciferase reporter construct is specified by 
the number that counts base pairs upstream from the IGF-1 transcription start site. A 
representative assay for ERAE5 activity on the IGF(960)Luc, IGF(592)Luc and IGF(235)Luc 
reporter genes is shown. 
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Training and Academic Progress 

In the years prior to my receipt of the U.S. Army BCRP Fellowship in June 19991 
successfully completed requisite course work, passed my comprehensive examinations, 
defended my thesis proposal, and completed teaching assistant requirements. Last year I 
published a report in the journal Molecular Endocrinology (Bollig and Miksicek, 2000). 
This year, in addition to planning and executing the experiments described above, I have 
completed work on a second manuscript recently submitted for publication to the journal 
Molecular Endocrinology. With that and the publication of my dissertation, this year will 
mark the end of my graduate research and training in the Department of Physiology at 
Michigan State University. I have applied for graduation and am scheduled to defend my 
dissertation in July 2001. Therefore as of June 30, 2001, year 3 of this award will be 
declined. 

Research Accomplishments 

(2000) 
> Analyzed the biochemical behavior of ERa splicing variants: 

DNA-binding function 
Cell localization 
Ligand-binding capacity 

> Completed protein interaction studies between variants and the nuclear receptor 
coactivator, SRC-le 

> Assayed for variant activity on a consensus estrogen response element 

> Initiated transfection experiments to assess the effect of ERa mRNA splicing variants 
on gene expression from the chicken ovalbumin, human collagenase, IGF-1 and 
TGFß3 promoters. 

(2001) 
> Completed protein interaction studies between variants and the nuclear receptor 

corepressor, SMRT 

> Completed binding studies with wt ERa and AP-1 factors c-jun and c-fos 

> Tested the effect of c-jun overexpression on variant activation of the collagenase 
promoter 

> Completed studies designed to localize the ERAE5 response element in the human 
IGF-1 promoter 

15 
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Publications 

Bollig A, Miksicek RJ (2000) An estrogen receptor-alpha splicing variant 
mediates both positive and negative effects on gene transcription. Molecular 
Endocrinology, 14, 634-649. 

Bollig A, Miksicek RJ (2001) Estrogen receptor-alpha splicing variants lacking exons 3 
or 5 display promoter-specific transcriptional effects through non-consensus 
estrogen response elements. Submitted for publication to Molecular 
Endocrinology, June 2001. 

Conclusions 

(2000) 
> ERAE3 dimerizes with wt ERa 

> Similar to wt ERa, ERAE3 and ERAE5 bind SRC-1 e fragments 

> ERAE3 and wt ERa cooperate with c-jun to activate the chicken ovalbumin promoter 

> ERAE5 constitutively activates the human IGF-1 promoter (The IGF-1 promoter is 
not induced by wt ERa or any other receptor variant tested in parallel reporter gene 
studies) 

> Activation of a hormone responsive human collagenase promoter fragment by ERAE3 
in transfected cells requires dual AP-1 activation by PMA and E2 treatment. 

> Activation of the collagenase promoter by ERAE5 requires activation of AP-1 by 
PMA treatment 

(2001) 
> wt ERa binds c-jun and c-fos 

> ERAE3 and ERAE5 cooperate with c-jun to activate the collagenase promoter 

> ERAE3, ERAE5 and wt ERa bind steroid corepressor SMRT in the presence or 
absence of E2 and tamoxifen 

y Although it was attenuated with the loss of sequence, ERAE5 transactivates the IGF-1 
promoter constructs: IGF(1630)Luc, IGF(960)Luc, IGF(592)Luc and IGF(235)Luc 
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ABSTRACT 

Studies of estrogen receptor-a (ERa) mRNA splicing variants have identified two 

exon-skipped variants that share significant residual function compared to their full-length 

counterpart, wild type ERa (wt ERa). Among the numerous ERa splicing variants 

observed in estrogen-responsive tissues, only the variants with sequence deletions 

corresponding to exon 3 or exon 5 (ERAE3 and ERAE5, respectively) display normal 

nuclear uptake and retain the ability to interact with transcriptional co-regulators. These 

properties confer on ERAE3 and ERAE5 the ability to inhibit the activity of some genes, 

but to stimulate the transcription of other genes. Genes that represent targets for induction 

by these ERa splicing variants appear to lack consensus DNA-binding sites for ERa, but 

instead are regulated indirectly through interactions with other transcription factors such as 

AP-1. Therefore, in contrast to what is understood to be the traditional mechanism of gene 

regulation by wt ERa, ERa splicing variants function primarily through a recently 

proposed non-classical pathway. A variety of potential gene targets for transcriptional 

regulation by the ERAE3 and ERAE5 variants are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

RNAs expressed from the ERa gene typically represent a mixed population of wild 

type and variant mRNAs that result from imprecise splicing of the primary transcript. A 

wide variety of variant ERa mRNAs have been described in the literature (1-6), but those 

most commonly observed harbor a precise deletion of one of the internal exons that 

contribute to the structure of the mature ERa protein. Despite their discovery nearly a 

decade ago (7, 8), relatively little is known about the functional role of ERa splicing 



variants. The most prominent activity described for two of the splicing variants (ERAE3 

and ERAE5) is to interfere with the transcriptional activity of wt ERa on ERE-containing 

genes, where they behave as dominant-negative mutants with modest potency (8-10). The 

inhibitory activity of ERAE3 and ERAE5 is likely to result in part from their ability to 

sequester nuclear receptor coactivators or other limiting transcription factors into a non- 

productive complex (10). In addition, ERAE3 can block the binding of wt ERa to DNA 

by forming functionally inactive, mixed dimers (11). 

The in-frame deletion of exon m harbored by ERAE3 (Fig. 1) causes partial loss of 

its DNA-binding domain (DBD), but leaves the ligand-binding domain (LBD) and therefore 

its ability to respond to hormones intact. Conversely, the LBD is severely truncated in 

ERAE5 resulting in the complete loss of hormone binding (10). Although ERAE5 contains 

an intact DBD, its DNA-binding activity is impaired as a consequence of the loss of helix 

11 within the LBD, which contains critical contact sites for subunit dimerization (12, 13). 

While the ERAE5 splicing variant is reported to display modest transcriptional activity in 

certain cell- and promoter-specific contexts (7, 10, 14, 15), its relatively poor binding to 

the palindromic estrogen response element (ERE) suggests that it is unlikely to be a 

significant effector of transcription through a consensus ERE (10). Similarly, the 

remaining exon-skipped ERa splicing variants (ERÄE2, ERAE3, ERAE4, ERAE6, and 

ERAE7) appear to completely lack transcriptional stimulatory activity when tested in 

transient transfection assays with an ERE-containing reporter plasmid (10). For the studies 

detailed below, we focused our attention on the ERAE3 and ERAE5 splicing variants for 

the reason that these receptor isoforms continue to show efficient localization to the nucleus 

and despite their mutations, they retain the ability to bind to the steroid receptor coactivator 



SRC-1 e in an in vitro protein interaction assay (10). 

In recent years, a novel pathway for regulation of transcription by estrogen 

receptors (both ERoc and ERß) has been described that involves cooperation of the 

receptors with the AP-1 transcription factors, c-jun and c-fos (16-20). This has been 

broadened to include additional genes for which estrogen regulation was mapped to binding 

sites for the Spl (21-23) and ATF2 transcription factors (24), which bind to GC-rich and 

CRE (cyclic AMP response element)-like motifs, respectively. An important feature of 

these non-classical pathways for estrogen action is that functional domains within the 

receptor that are crucial for transcriptional activation through a consensus ERE are in some 

cases dispensable for ERa activity on AP-1, Spl, or CRE-regulated promoters (10,16, 

18-21,24). This led us to consider the possibility that the nuclear ERa splicing variants 

ERAE3 and ERAE5 may function preferentially as transcriptional regulators through 

noncanonical hormone response elements as opposed to consensus EREs. Four promoters 

have been identified that are efficiently stimulated by either ERAE3 or ERAE5. In some 

instances, this activity is shared by wt ERa, while in other cases gene activation is limited 

to the ERÄE3 or the ERAE5 variants alone. 

RESULTS 

ERa splicing variants do not effectively promote gene expression from a 

palindromic ERE (8-11,15). However, this understanding does not preclude the 

possibility that transcriptional effects of ERa variants may be directed at promoters with 

non-classical hormone response elements. Recent reports have identified an increasing 



number of genes with promoters lacking an ERE which show ER-enhanced expression. 

For these genes, transcriptional stimulation by ER appears to be mediated by an indirect 

mechanism, involving synergistic protein-protein interactions with upstream transcription 

factors (such as AP-1, Spl, and ATF2) (16-24) or nuclear receptor coactivators (including 

CBP/p300 or the pl60 coactivators SRC-1, TEF-2/GRIP1, or AIB1/RAC3/ACTR) (25- 

29). The suggested mechanistic distinction between noncanonical- and ERE-directed 

transcription is indicated by ER mutational studies that demonstrate unique structural 

requirements for activation of noncanonical EREs compared to classical regulation through 

a palindromic ERE (10, 16, 18-21, 24). This observation suggests that a receptor isoform 

lacking particular domains may be transcriptionalry active on certain promoters, but inactive 

on others. We have previously shown that ERAE3, like wt ERa, activates the chicken 

ovalbumin promoter which lacks an ERE. This response is a complex one in that it 

requires not only the presence of E2, but also activation of AP-1 by a phorbol ester (10). 

Phorbol ester serves to stimulate increased AP-1 activity by directly activating protein 

kinase C (PKC), which activates c-jun N-Terminal Kinase (JNK), and in turn increases 

AP-1 phosphorylation in treated cells (30, 31). That this effect is mediated by AP-1 is 

supported by our observation that induction of the ovalbumin reporter by both wt ERa and 

ERAE3 is enhanced by cotransfection with c-jun (10).   A requirement for direct binding of 

ERa to this promoter is barred by the fact that ERAE3 is devoid of DNA-binding activity, 

arguing that activation of ovalbumin by these receptors must be mediated indirectly through 

specific protein-protein interactions. Moreover, the ovalbumin promoter does not have an 

ERE and the ER regulatory element maps to a critical AP-1 site (16, 32). Fig. 2 

demonstrates that ER interacts with c-jun and c-fos in solution and suggests that ER may be 

recruited to the ovalbumin promoter by interacting with AP-1 factors. Binding assays with 

GST-fused ERa and 35S-labeled c-jun and c-fos translated individually or in combination 



in vitro demonstrate that, independent of E2 treatment, ER binds c-jun and c-fos under all 

conditions tested. Although ER variants were not specifically included in these binding 

studies, Webb et al (19) have reported an interaction between c-jun and the isolated N- 

terminus of ERa, a region conserved in both ERAE3 and ERAE5. 

To further investigate the role of ERa splicing variants in the regulation of gene 

expression, we used a cell culture transfection system to assay for receptor activity on a 

variety of reporter gene constructs. The promoters tested in these studies attracted our 

interest because they are reported to be ERa regulated and/or to contain an AP-1 motif. 

These include the human collagenase and human IGF-1 promoters, and a contrived 

promoter consisting of three consensus AP-1 elements. For preliminary studies, HeLa 

cells were transfected with each of these reporters together with wt ERa or a variant ERa 

expression plasmid. HeLa cells express minimal endogenous ERa and yet possess a 

transcriptional milieu that enables reporter plasmids to respond efficiently to transfected 

receptor. Paired cultures were treated with 10 nM E2 in combination with 20 nM PMA, or 

with vehicle alone. This was done to ensure that an activating ligand was present, if 

necessary, and that AP-1 factors were maximally stimulated in the event that promoter 

activation required stimulation of PKC. 

Both ERAE3 andERAE5 can activate the Coll(-73)Luc reporter 

The promoter of the human collagenase gene has received considerable attention as 

a target for non-classical regulation by both ERa and ERß. Collagenase is a member of the 

family of matrix metalloproteases, which are regulated similarly and demonstrate enhanced 

expression in response to injury and during inflammatory reactions (33-37). Collagenase 

gene expression is elevated in certain tumor cells and may contribute to advancement of 



metastasis (36). In cultured fibroblasts and skin cells treated with carcinogens and tumor 

promoting agents, induction of collagenase is mediated by phorbol ester treatment (33, 37). 

A short region of the collagenase promoter (-73 to +63 relative to the transcription start site) 

which harbors an AP-1 element is described to direct estrogen- or tamoxifen-regulated gene 

expression of a luciferase reporter gene in a variety of cell lines (17-20). In contrast to 

published reports, we find that wt ERa behaves no differently on the pColl(-73)Luc 

reporter than the empty pCMV4 control vector (Fig. 3A). In both cases, a relatively 

modest (approximately 6-fold) increase is observed that depends on activation of 

endogenous AP-1 by PMA treatment. However, this promoter can be dramatically 

activated by ERAE3 and to a lesser extent by ERAE5 in response to combined treatment 

with estrogen and PMA (Fig. 3 A). Like wt ERa, the remaining splicing variants (ERAE2, 

ERAE4, ERAE6, and ERAE7) were without significant effect. Substantiating the necessity 

for PMA treatment and the role of AP-1 in receptor regulation of the collagenase promoter, 

co-expression of c-jun is observed to enhance ERAE3 and ERAE5 induced pColl(-73)Luc 

reporter gene expression (Fig. 3B). 

Additional analysis indicates that maximal activation of pColl(-73)Luc by ERAE3 

requires co-treatment with both E2 and PMA (Fig. 3C). Phorbol ester alone (or in 

combination with ER ligands) supports a modest, but statistically significant induction of 

the collagenase reporter that once again involves activation of endogenous AP-1 and is 

independent of co-expressed receptor. Regulation pColl(-73)Luc by ERAE5 similarly 

required activation of endogenous AP-1 by PMA treatment, but was independent of E2 

(data not shown), consistent with the inability of ERAE5 to bind ligand. The partial 

agonist tamoxifen was without effect on induction of this reporter by ERAE3, either alone 



or in the presence of PMA. Inclusion of either E2 (10 nM) or tamoxifen (100 nM) alone or 

together with PMA had no effect on the activity of pColl(-73)Luc co-transfected with wt 

ERoc (or pCMV4) compared to PMA alone (data not shown). The human collagenase 

promoter therefore demonstrates a difference in behavior compared to the pOvalb-CAT 

reporter which was not induced by ERAE5, but was activated by both ERAE3 and wt ERoc 

in cells co-treated with E2 and PMA (10). 

Due to the stimulatory behavior of ERAE3 and ERAE5 on the ovalbumin and 

collagenase promoters both of which contain AP-1 sites in their native promoter contexts, 

it was of interest to examine the effects of the various ERa splicing variants on a reporter 

plasmid containing an AP-1 site in the context of a promoter not otherwise regulated by 

ERa or estrogens. For this purpose, we chose p(AP-l)3-TK-CAT, which contains three 

consensus AP-1 sites in tandem upstream of a minimal thymidine kinase promoter from 

Herpes simplex virus. Somewhat unexpectedly, ERAE5 (but not wt ERa, ERAE3, or any 

of the remaining splicing variants) was able to induce this promoter approximately seven- 

fold in HeLa cells (Fig.4).   Like the pColl(-73)Luc reporter described above, ERAE5 

activity on the p(APl)3TK-CAT reporter required PMA treatment and did not depend on the 

presence of E2 (data not shown). It is clear that by some reports ERa is an estrogen- 

dependent inducer of transcription through a consensus AP-1 element (16-20). These 

results demonstrate that the activity of ERa on AP-1 containing promoters is a complicated 

and conditional effect. The data presented here agree well with a previous report 

demonstrating that a C-terminally truncated receptor lacking the LBD is more active than E2- 

liganded wt ERa on an analogous AP-l/TK reporter construct (18). Also, it is evident that 

the context of an AP-1 site within a promoter is critical for confering its ability to respond, 



and the degree of that response, to wt ERa or any of the ERa splicing variants. 

ERAE5 activates the human IGF-1 promoter 

Insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-1) is expressed in and effects cellular growth in 

many tissues. In general, growth hormone acts as the major regulatory factor for the IGF- 

1 gene; however, several other factors (including thyroid hormone, epidermal growth 

factor, parathyroid hormone and estrogen) function to modulate IGF-1 expression (38-43). 

Induction of IGF-1 is stimulated by E2 in the uterus of ovariectomized / 

hypophysectomized rats (40, 41) and in cultured rat osteoblast cells (38). In transient 

cotransfection studies a defined region of the chicken IGF-1 promoter directed reporter 

gene induction by liganded ER (44). Like the ovalbumin and collagenase promoters 

mentioned above, the IGF-1 promoter lacks a consensus ERE sequence (45,46). Further 

complicating this picture are independent data showing that in primary fetal rat osteoblasts 

E2 can block the increase in IGF-1 synthesis caused by parathyroid hormone or 

prostaglandin E2 (47). It has been shown that this hormonal regulation of IGF-1 

expression is mediated by a binding site for CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein-delta 

(C/EBP-5) located between positions +202 and +209 within exon 1 of this gene (48). For 

the chicken promoter, the positive ER regulatory domain was mapped to an AP-1 motif 

essential for both E2 and phorbol ester-stimulated gene transcription (44). Although there 

is a great deal of homology among IGF-1 promoters of various species, this site is not 

conserved in mammals (44-46). The human IGF-1 promoter is thus different from the 

promoter examples described above in that it lacks any consensus binding sites for either 

AP-1 or Spl that might represent likely targets for regulation by ERa. However, Nagaoka 

et al. report that PKC activation by PMA treatment increases the rate of IGF-1 transcription 

in the human macrophage-like cell line U937 (49). This suggests that AP-1 factors or 



another PKC-responsive transcription factor positively regulate the human IGF-1 gene. 

Furthermore, they may be functioning at a nonconsensus AP-1 or ATF2 binding site. 

When co-transfected into HeLa cells, activation of PKC by treatment with PMA 

modestly induced expression of a luciferase reporter plasmid containing 1.63 kb of 

sequence upstream from the human IGF-1 transcription start site (pIGFl-1630-Luc) (Fig. 

5A). This same reporter was unresponsive to wt ERoc transfection. IGF-1 promoter 

activity was strongly and constitutively induced by ERAE5, greater than 30-fold compared 

to cells transfected with control plasmid. PMA treatment of ERAE5 transfected cells had 

no additional stimulatory effect on ERAE5 induction of this reporter gene. In fact, PMA 

treatment slightly decreased ERAE5 activity (Fig 5A). This argues against the involvement 

of PKC or PKC-activated transcription factors such as AP-1 in the mechanism of ERAE5 

induction of human IGF-1 expression. In order to determine where within the IGF-1 

promoter the ERAE5 regulation is directed, transfections were performed with a series of 

5'-deletion mutants of the human IGF-1 promoter. Relative to the 1630 sequence, activity 

was dramatically and progressively lost in mutants containing 926, 591 and 233 bp of the 

5'-flanking sequence, while modest but significant ERAE5-responsiveness persisted even 

in the shortest promoter construct (compare pCMV4 and ERAE5 activity for each 

promoter, Fig 5B). Efforts to transfer ERAE5-responsiveness onto a heterologous 

promoter were unsuccessful (Fig. 5C), suggesting that activation of IGF-1 expression by 

ERAE5 may require complex interactions between transcription factor binding sites 

scattered throughout the IGF-1 promoter. 
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DISCUSSION 

As we and others have shown, the ERoc gene (ESR-1) gives rise to a markedly 

heterogeneous population of RNA transcripts that includes exon-skipped, as well as 

correctly spliced ERcc mRNAs. Splicing variants of ERoc are present in all estrogen- 

responsive tissues and exist in both normal and transformed cells (1-8, 50-52). The 

biochemical properties of ERoc variants lacking a single internal coding exon have been 

characterized in model transfection systems (10). These studies have shown that, while all 

of the variants can be expressed to give rise to stable proteins, ERAE2, ERAE4, ERAE6, 

and ERAE7 represent functionally impaired receptor isoforms that fail to localize to the 

nucleus and have no demonstrable effects (either stimulatory or inhibitory) on gene 

expression (10). Whether these variants fulfill some as yet undefined role within the 

cytoplasmic compartment is currently unknown. It should be stressed, however, that none 

of these cytoplasmic ERoc variants can bind ligand and therefore can not be involved in 

mediating any of the biological effects of estrogens. The ERAE3 and ERAE5 variants, in 

contrast, represent nuclear isoforms that retain at least some aspects of receptor function. 

For ERAE3, this includes the ability to bind ligand, to form homologous or mixed dimers 

with itself or wt ERoc, respectively, and to interact with at least some of the same co- 

regulatory proteins that enable wt ERa to function (10). Although it is unable to bind 

ligand or to dimerize, the ERAE5 variant may bind weakly to DNA and also interacts with 

nuclear receptor coactivators, albeit not as efficiently as either ERAE3 or wt ERa. These 

11 



properties enable both ERAE3 and ERAE5 to exert complex effects on gene expression. 

The traditional view of estrogen action depicts ERa as the central player in target 

gene selection by virtue of its ability to bind to DNA containing a close match to the ERE 

consensus sequence (53). It has been necessary to modify this view to accommodate the 

newly discovered ERß, which binds to the same palindromic ERE sequence (54). Recent 

evidence also indicates that many estrogen-regulated genes may contain noncanonical 

hormone response elements organized around AP-1 or SP1 sites. Among these targets are 

genes such as IGF-1, cyclin Dl, c-fos, c-myc, RARoc, collagenase, and cathepsin D that 

play important roles in controlling cell growth and tissue remodeling (16-24,56). It is of 

interest that the structural requirements for ERa to regulate many noncanonical hormone 

response elements are less stringent than transcriptional stimulation through a consensus 

ERE (10,16, 18-21, 24). For this reason, we have examined the behavior of ERa 

splicing variants on several reporter constructs containing noncanonical hormone response 

elements. In agreement with published reports, our previous studies indicate that wt ERa 

stimulates ovalbumin promoter activity (10). The dual requirement for estradiol and a 

phorbol ester suggest that this regulation occurs through an AP-1 site identified in the 

upstream region of the ovalbumin promoter and involves a cooperative interaction between 

ERa and AP-1 factors (10, 16, 32). A significant estradiol- and phorbol ester-dependent 

induction of ovalbumin activity is supported by ERAE3, despite its lack of an intact DNA- 

binding domain (10). ERAE5 also supports a modest stimulation of ovalbumin activity that 

was phorbol ester-dependent, but estradiol-independent. These observations reveal a 

complex mechanism by which ERa stimulates the ovalbumin promoter that includes both a 
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phorbol ester-sensitive pathway involving the amino terminal activation domain (AF1) and 

an estradiol-sensitive pathway involving the agonist-regulated carboxy terminal activation 

domain (AF2). Moreover, while it is clear that neither of these splicing variants is as active 

as wt ERoc on this promoter, the capacity for ERAE3 and ERAE5 to activate the ovalbumin 

promoter implies that direct binding of the receptor to DNA is clearly not required for this 

regulation. 

In contrast to the situation with pOvalb-CAT, the activity of wt ERoc on the 

remaining three noncanonical hormone response element-containing promoters examined 

here was either non-existent or insignificant compared to that of the ERAE3 or ERAE5 

splicing variants. Specifically, both ERAE3 and ERAE5 effectively enhanced expression 

of the pColl(-73)Luc reporter, and ERAE5 alone strongly activated pIGF(-1630)Luc and 

p(APl)3TK-CAT. The behavior of these reporters in response to the various receptor 

isoforms was not readily predicted from their known biochemical properties and significant 

differences are evident for each of the reporters tested. In the case of the collagenase 

promoter fragment, induction by ERAE3 required both estradiol and phorbol ester 

treatment. Activation of the promoters by ERAE5 showed no estrogen responsiveness, 

consistent with the inability of this variant to bind ligand. The stimulatory activity of 

ERAE5 required phorbol ester treatment for the p(APl)3TK-CAT reporter. ERAE5 

induction of the IGF-1 promoter was not enhanced by phorbol ester treatment, although the 

IGF promoter was positively regulated by PMA treatment in the absence of co-transfected 

ERAE5. This suggests that activation of AP-1, presumably by stimulation of PKC and 

phosphorylation of AP-1 factors (e.g., c-jun and c-fos), plays different roles in the 

stimulation of these various reporter constructs. These data also suggest that the presence 
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of a functional AF2 domain is detrimental for activation of some (but not all) noncanonical 

hormone response elements by ERa since ERAE5, but not wt ERa or ERAE3 stimulated 

the p(APl)3TK-CAT and pIGF(-1630)Luc reporter plasmids. In contrast to the reporter 

plasmids described above, neither wt ERa, ERAE3, or ERAE5 stimulated reporter gene 

expression from a variety of control promoters representing the HSV thymidine kinase or 

c-Met genes, or the early region of Simian Virus 40 (Bollig and Miksicek, unpublished 

data). 

Mechanistically, we believe that the regulation of noncanonical promoters by wt 

ERa and ERa splicing variants involves protein-protein interactions with jun, fos, Spl, or 

other unidentified upstream factors that in turn act through their cognate DNA-response 

elements. Among the genes examined, the ovalbumin and collagenase promoters (as well 

as the p(APl)3TK-CAT reporter) contain at least one consensus AP-1 element. While 

estrogen regulation of the chicken ovalbumin promoter was originally believed to involve 

cooperative binding of ERa to low affinity sites resembling portions of a palindromic ERE, 

these "half-sites" have been reinterpreted to represent an AP-1 motif. Indeed, induction of 

this promoter was clearly shown not to require the direct binding of ERa to DNA (16 

). Consistent with this fact, we observe that ERAE3 (which lacks a DNA binding domain) 

is nonetheless active on this reporter plasmid. Even though ERAE5 may possess very low 

affinity for a consensus ERE, binding of ERAE5 to DNA is unlikely to occur under 

physiologic conditions. Certainly, the ability of ERAE5 to stimulate the collagenase and 

IGF-1 promoters does not involve DNA-binding, as these promoters also lack consensus 

ERE motifs. The differences observed in the behavior of these promoters indicate that the 

context of the AP-1 motif (or other noncanonical ERE) can exert a significant effect on how 
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these promoters respond to ERcc and its variants. Since only some of these differences can 

be ascribed to structural differences between the variants, differences in the identity of the 

transcription factors or co-regulators involved in the expression of each of these genes must 

also be involved. 

As noted above, stimulation of transcription by ERAE3 appears to require dual 

activation by both estradiol and phorbol ester, in clear contrast to wt ERa which can induce 

ERE-containing genes in response to estradiol alone. The situation for ERAE5 is less 

clear, since efficient induction of the collagenase and AP-1 reporters by this splicing variant 

requires simultaneous treatment with phorbol ester, while stimulation of the IGF-1 

promoter does not. We interpret these findings to imply that gene activation by ERAE3 

(and in some, but not all cases by ERAE5) involves the recruitment of transcriptional 

regulatory proteins through their intrinsic activation domains. Indeed, in this context 

ERAE3 and ERAE5 themselves appear to be acting in the role of transcriptional co- 

regulators for other DNA-interacting transcription factors. Two activation functions have 

been described in wt ERa, one within the amino-terminus (commonly referred to as AF1) 

that is shared by both ERAE3 and ERAE5. A second estrogen-inducible activation 

function (AF2) resides within the carboxy-terminal ligand-binding domain and is therefore 

present in ERAE3, but not in ERAE5. Studies performed using intact ERa demonstrate 

that these activation functions correspond to binding sites for various co-regulatory proteins 

including CBP/p300 or pi60 coactivators such as SRC-1. In fact, we have demonstrated 

that both ERAE3 and ERAE5, like wt ERa, can interact with the nuclear receptor 

coactivator SRC-1 (10). For ERAE3, this interaction involves at least two SRC-1 
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interaction sites and is dramatically stimulated by ligand. Only the constitutive amino- 

terminal site (AF1) is present in ERAE5. Whether transcriptional stimulation of reporters 

containing noncanonical hormone response elements (such as pOvalb-CAT or pColl(- 

73)Luc) involves a direct interaction between ERa or its isoforms and the AP-1 

components jun and fos, or an indirect interaction mediated through a bridging factor such 

as CBP/p300 or SRC-1 needs to be further clarified. Our experiments showing that GST- 

ERoc fusion constructs can co-precipitate both c-jun and c-fos doesn't fully address this 

issue since they were performed in reticulocyte lysates that also contain nuclear receptor 

coactivators. Additionally, the identities of the downstream targets for activation by 

phorbol ester, while presumed to involve the PKC pathway, remain to be identified. 

Targets that must be considered include AP-1, nuclear receptor co-regulators, or the ERa 

isoforms themselves. A general model comparing ERa action through consensus and non- 

consensus hormone response elements is presented in Fig. 6. 

While our transfection studies fail to directly address the impact that ERAE3 and 

ERAE5 have on the transcription of endogenous genes in normal tissues or in tumors, 

these results suggest that they nonetheless have the potential to make distinctive and 

possibly unique contributions to patterns of gene regulation. As an extracellular matrix 

protease, collagenase (along with other metalloproteases) is likely to play an important role 

in the tissue remodeling and stromal invasion that occurs in metastatic disease. The IGF-1 

gene is similarly expressed in a variety of tissues, including the liver, bone, uterus and 

breast where it contributes to the normal growth and differentiation of these structures (39- 

41,44, 57). In the breast, some uncertainty remains regarding the actual source of IGF-1 

(i.e., the cell of origin) and with respect to its precise role in breast tumor growth. It is 

likely that the mammary epithelium is exposed to IGF-1 produced locally by the breast 
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stroma as well as from systemic sources such as the liver. In addition, some breast tumors 

produce IGF-1 and other growth factors of their own (57). Expression of IGF-1 (and 

other growth factors) appears to be deregulated in some tumors, contributing an autocrine 

component to the tumor cell growth. The ability of ERAE5 to stimulate transcription of the 

IGF-1 gene is therefore of potential clinical significance. Interestingly, we observe that 

ERAE5, but not wt ERa promotes expression of a co-transfected IGF-1 reporter plasmid, 

predicting that IGF-1 production by breast tumors that over-express ERAE5 will be 

insensitive to tamoxifen treatment. 

Stimulation of IGF-1 transcription by ERAE5 is attenutated, yet preserved on 

promoter fragments containing as little as 592 bp of upstream sequence. As with the 

p(APl)3TK-CAT reporter shown above, the activity of ERAE5 implicates the N-terminal 

activation domain (AF1) or the DNA-binding domain in this effect, while the inactivity of 

wt ERoc and ERAE3 suggest that the presence of the C-terminal activation domain (AF2) 

prevents ERa from stimulating IGF-1 expression. However, in contrast with the 

p(APl)3TK-CAT reporter, the failure of phorbol ester to stimulate the activity of ERAE5 on 

the IGF-1 promoter suggests that AP-1 is unlikely to be involved and that transcription 

factors other than jun or fos must also represent targets for ERAE5 interaction. 

Our observations provide further evidence that two ERa splicing variants, namely 

ERAE3 and ERAE5, like wt ERa can exert significant positive effects on gene 

transcription and raise the intriguing possibility that each one of these receptor isoforms 

may target a unique, but overlapping subset of genes for transcriptional regulation. In 

addition to these stimulatory effects on gene expression, both ERAE3 and ERAE5 have 
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been shown to inhibit the activity of wt ERa on ERE-containing genes (8-11). It is 

therefore reasonable to propose that over-expression of the nuclear splicing variants 

ERAE3 and ERAE5 relative to wt ERa has the potential to shift the pattern of gene 

expression away from ERE-containing genes to those that are regulated non-classically by 

estrogens. These results call into question the appealing, but simplistic notion that all of the 

biologically important regulatory effects of ERa are mediated by a single 595 amino acid 

form of this receptor that was originally described by Chambon and colleagues in 1986 

(58). Rather, there is growing evidence that ERa splicing variants (most notably ERAE3 

and ERAE5) may have a significant impact on the ability of the breast and perhaps other 

tissues to respond to estrogens. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Expression Vectors 

Expression plasmids derived from pCMV4 that contain ERa cDNAs corresponding 

to wt ERa, ERAE2, ERAE3, ERAE4, ERAE5, ERAE6, and ERAE7 have been previously 

described (10). Mouse c-jun and c-fos cDNA cloned into the pCMV2 expression vector 

were provided by L. McCabe (Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI). 

Transient Transfection Analysis 

Transcriptional activity of receptor variants was assessed by measuring their effect 

on the activity of chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) or luciferase (Luc) reporter 

genes expressed in HeLa cells (or in stable MDA MB231 transformants) using the calcium 

phosphate coprecipitation technique, as previously described (10). Plasmids expressing wt 

or variant ERa cDNAs were transfected into recipient cells along with the indicated 

estrogen-responsive reporter plasmids (see below). Hela cells were plated at 1.0 x 106 

cells per 60 mm dish 12 hours prior to transfection. Cells were transfected with 0.5 |ig of 

receptor expression plasmid and 10 ug of reporter plasmid. Total input DNA was 

normalized using an empty pCMV4 vector, which also served as a negative control. 

Following overnight incubation with DNA, transfected cells were cultured for 24 hours in 

Dulbecco's Minimum Essential Medium (DMEM) containing 5% charcoal-treated calf 

serum, in the absence and presence of 5 nM 17ß-estradiol (E2), or 20 nM phorbol 12- 

myristate, 13-acetate (PMA). CAT and Luc activities (corrected for protein concentration) 

were normalized to the basal level of expression seen for untreated pCMV4 control 

transfections. The reporter plasmids used for these experiments included pERE-TK-CAT 
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(59), p(APl)3TK-CAT kindly provided by L. McCabe (Dept. of Physiology, MSU), 

pColl(-73)Luc received from P. Kushner (18-20); and pIGF(-1630)Luc, pIGF(-926)Luc, 

pIGF(592)Luc, and pIGF(235)Luc obtained from P. Rotwein (45). 

Protein-interaction assays 

The full-length ER cDNA was engineered into the pGEX vector (Pharmacia 

Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden) and GST-fusion proteins were bacterially expressed. 

Radiolabeled c-jun and c-fos were expressed by in vitro translation using the TNT-coupled 

transcription translation system (Promega, Madison, WI) in the presence of 35S- 

Methionine. GST-pull down assays were performed as previously described (10). 

Radiolabeled proteins were incubated with GST-ER complexed glutathione Sepharose 4B 

beads (Pharmacia) with or without 2.5 \M E2. The samples were boiled and resolved by 

SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (60). 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Protein reading frames predicted from the sequences of cloned wt ERa splicing 

variants. 

The variants are referred to by the deleted exon (exon 2 through exon 7). 

Abbreviations are N, amino terminus, C, carboxy terminus, NLS, nuclear localization 

signal, DBD, DNA-binding domain, and LBD, ligand-binding domain. The black 

rectangle at the end of the LBD represents the primary dimer contact site between ERa 

subunits. Cross-hatched lines indicate portions of the ERa reading frame that are not 

translated in each variant. 

Fig. 2. Binding of c-jun and c-fos with GST-Fused wt ERa. 

In the right panel, an autoradiograph demonstrates that in vitro translated, 35S- 

methionine labeled c-fos and c-jun both bind wt ERa expressed as a GST-ERa?fusion 

protein. The AP-1 factors do not interact with GST expressed without wt ERa. The 

interaction of c-fos and c-jun with GST-ERa did not require the presence of 2.5 ^iM 17ß- 

estradiol. Left panel shows 10% of the radiolabeled input. 

Fig. 3. Transcriptional stimulatory activity of ERa splicing variants on a co-transfected 

human collagenase reporter plasmid, pColl(-73)Luc. 

Hela cells were transiently transfected with 16 ug of reporter gene and 0.5 (Xg of 

receptor expression vector. Luciferase activities were normalized for protein and results are 

expressed relative to vehicle-treated empty expression vector (pCMV4) controls. Error 



bars represent the standard error of the mean of three independent experiments. Panel A 

shows ERct and individual ERa splicing variant activity on pColl(-73)Luc. B, 

Cotransfection of c-jun expression vector (1 (ig) enhances both ERAE3 and ERAE5 

induction of reporter gene expression. Panel C demonstrates a breakdown of treatment 

conditions: 20 nM PMA with or without 10 nM 17ß-estradiol (E) or or lOOnM tamoxifen 

(Tarn) for pColl(-73)Luc cotransfections with the pCMV4 or pCMV-ERAE3 expression 

plasmids. 

Fig. 4. Transcriptional activity of ERa splicing variants on cotransfected p(APl)3TK- 

CAT reporter plasmid. 

HeLa cells were transiently transfected with 0.5 [Xg of pCMV vectors expressing 

the indicated receptor isoforms along with 10 |ig of reporter gene. Transfected cells were 

treated with vehicle (ethanol + DMSO, 1% each) or 10 nM 17ß-estradiol + 20 nM PMA (E 

+ PMA) for 24 hours. Chloramphenicol acetylase (CAT) activities were normalized for 

protein and results are expressed relative to vehicle treated empty expression vector 

(pCMY4) controls. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean of three 

independent experiments. 

Fig. 5. Transcriptional activity of ERa splicing variants on a cotransfected human IGF-I 

reporter plasmid. 

A, HeLa cells were transiently transfected with 10 ug of pIGF-l(-1630)Luc and 

0.5 u.g of individual receptor isoforms. Luciferase activities were normalized for protein 



and results are expressed relative to vehicle-treated empty expression vector (pCMV4) 

controls. Transfected cells were treated for 24 hours with ethanol + DMSO vehicle (V) or 

10 nM 17ß-estradiol + 20 nM PMA (E + PMA). Error bars represent the standard error of 

the mean of three independent experiments. B, ERÄE5 induces the expression of a 

reporter gene driven by a series of truncated IGF-1 promoters. Cotransfection of ERAE5 

demonstrates that, although it is dramatically attenuated with each successive loss of 

sequence, it is active on all lengths of the IGF-1 promoter tested. The length of IGF-1 

promoter used in each luciferase reporter construct is specified by the number that counts 

base pairs upstream from the IGF-1 transcription start site. 

Fig. 6. A model for the mechanism of transcriptional activation by ERa and its splicing 

variants through consensus and non-consensus estrogen regulatory elements. 
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FIGURE   6 
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